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Abstract
One set of TiO\textsubscript{2} nanotubes is anodized to identify and study the time lapse of a matrix of them without presence of nanograss as a residual layer. The anodization process consists of an organic media of ethylene glycol and NH\textsubscript{4}F salts, constant voltage for a time period from 10 to 60 minutes. All anodized samples are rinsed and annealed to 400 °C by 2 hours to obtain an anatase crystalline structure. The morphological characterization was carried out by Field Emission Scanning Electron Microscopy to verify the presence of the nanotubes and calculate the surface roughness factor and film porosity. It was observed that roughness factor and porosity doesn’t have important variations, as time function, except for 60 minutes where nanograss has a strong presence and the gaps between nanotubes are minimal. Raman Spectroscopy was used for optical characterization in order to identify the changes in signal intensity and Eg mode Shift associated with anodization time. It was observed that intensity suffers an increment and Eg mode Shift suffers a decrement as thickness function (anodization time).
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Introduction
Metal oxide nanostructures are of considerable interest due to their properties like a high volume-area ratio as a very important property of nanoscale and a new family of structures has been developed, named by what they look like, e. g. nanosheets, nanograss, nanoribs, nanorods, nanopores, nanowires, nanobelts and so on [1,2]. Within this family, there is one special type of nanostructure which has in fact a double surface area that offers one direct and efficient pathway for electron transport and more available area for nanoparticles insertion they are called nanotubes [3-5].

Nowadays, Titania nanotubes (TNTs) has a strong presence in many scientific and industrial study fields and applications like photo electrolysis, dye-sensitized solar cells, photocatalytic reduction of CO\textsubscript{2}, biomedical applications: biosensors and, drug delivery, due to its properties such as non-toxic, environmentally friendly, optical and electronic properties [6-10].

TiO\textsubscript{2} nanotubes can be synthesized using anodic oxidation process, more generally called as anodization, first reported in 2001 for titanium dioxide [11]. This versatile technique uses titanium (anode) and, commonly, a plate, rod or foil of pure platinum as cathode, this material is too expensive. Anodization takes commonly hours [12,13]. The anodized samples are cleaned frequently, using a mechanical method (e.g. ultrasonic bath), even when the nanotubes suffer some alteration in their shape or top layer surface, to remove the residual structures such nanograss, sponge or just a thin oxide layer, prolonged time or high concentration of salts can cause it happen [14,15]. As-anodized oxide layer formed, it is amorphous in nature, generally, crystallization is achieved through thermal treatment at 300-500 °C in a variety of atmospheres for high performance applications with anatase phase [16-18].

The roughness factor, that is, the physical surface area of the film per unit projected area, measures the internal surface area of the electrode and is of crucial significance in applications such as sensing and catalysis. It is essential to calculate the roughness factor (Rf) and porosity (P) to handle nanotubes application, such as dye absorbing for dye-sensitized solar cells and gas sensor, both are calculated from geometrical parameters [19].

The main goal of this study was to identify the time lapse, in minutes, where a TiO\textsubscript{2} nanotubular matrix is obtained with no presence of nanograss, and exclude the ultrasonic bath or another mechanical method to remove it. A good tube shape, a vertical alignment and a free top layer, are necessary characteristics for a better performance in almost all applications; moreover, an important factor in this study was the selection and use of graphite as an effective alternative cathode, due to low cost and optimal nanotube morphology.

Methods
Titanium foils (15x15x0.1mm) were firstly used as an anodic electrode, while pure graphite rods (35x6mm) were used as cathodic
electrode. Titanium foils were cut in smaller foils (15x5x0.1mm), then they were cleaned by ultra-sonication successively in ethanol, deionized water and acetone. The distance between electrodes was constant in every experiment (30mm). The foils were anodized from 10 to 60 minutes in organic electrolyte: ethylene glycol, 2% deionized water and 1.2 wt% NH$_4$F; using two electrode configurations. The anodization was carried out using a DC power source under constant voltage of 30 V.

After anodization process, the whole set of anodized samples was rinsed in deionized water, dried and then annealed at 400 °C for 4 hours in air. The morphology and structure of TiO$_2$, nanostructure was characterized by Field Emission Scanning Electron Microscope (JSM-7600F, JEOL), Raman spectra were obtained on a DXR Raman Microscope (Thermo Scientific) using a 532 nm laser.

Results and discussions
Inner diameter, outer diameter, center to center (tubes) are obtained from SEM images for geometrical considerations, as Figure 1 shows. Mainly, Figure 2, lets to see how nanotubes layer suffers a several change just in top surface. An increment exists in the inner and outer diameter due to time progress. Attending to shape and free top surface, There are in a), b) and c), a good nanotube layer with a little presence of residual thin oxide, result of the first stage of growth (10, 20 and 30 minutes of anodization respectively) [20]. d) Lets to see how the nanotubes starts to collapse forming clusters of bundled nanotubes (also called nanotube islands), which could be produced during the anodization process or during the cleaning and evaporative drying process of the as-deposited films through capillary forces of the liquid, acting between the nanotubes [21]. e) Nanograin starts to appear over top layer of tube; f) Now, nanograin has a strong presence and it can increase the Raman signal due to surface contact.

Figure 3, presents two near SEM perspective, a) for 10 minutes with 335 nanometers average tube length, b) 50 minutes with 679 nanometers average tube length, c) distant perspective for 30 minutes, here it is possible to see the highest covered area; to remark, the tube length suffers an increment when the anodizing time is increasing as well.

Figure 4: Raman Spectra of as-anodized amorphous sample (cross symbol line) and after annealing treatment to 400 °C (solid line) for 20 minutes

Through Raman spectra, it confirmed the change from an amorphous state to anatase phase, as result of annealing process. As per literature reports, there six Raman active modes of anatase phase: A$_1$(515cm$^{-1}$), 2B$_1$(400 and 519 cm$^{-1}$), 3E$_g$(144, 197 and 640cm$^{-1}$) [22]. Figure 4 place these six Raman modes and here is important to remark the E$_{g1}$ theoretical position 144 cm$^{-1}$ (indicated by vertical dashed line) for TiO$_2$ films and TiO$_2$ nanotubes [23,24].
Table 1 summarizes parameters obtained by Raman spectroscopy, specifically for $E_{g(1)}$ where it is a good way to appreciate how the intensity in signal suffers an increment, due to increment in oxide thickness, it is progressive as a time function; moreover, a change takes place in $E_{g(1)}$ peak position, for 10 to 20 minutes of anodizing time, $E_{g(1)}$ appears in 142 cm$^{-1}$; for time = 30 min, this peak suffers a blue shift to 143 cm$^{-1}$ position; finally, in a time lapse from 40 to 60 minutes, $E_{g(1)}$ remains in the same position as in 30 min.

Alhomoudi et al. explained this relation between Eg shift, Raman intensity and oxide thickness, so that when thickness increases, the decreasing of $E_{g(1)}$ shift takes place, until standard position (144 cm$^{-1}$) and this displacement is due to stress between substrate and oxide layer [25]. Similar behavior has been related to the confinement effects in nanostructured anatase crystallites [26].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time (min)</th>
<th>$E_{g(1)}$ position (cm$^{-1}$)</th>
<th>$E_{g(1)}$ Raman Intensity(a.u.)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>142</td>
<td>1245</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>142</td>
<td>1869</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>143</td>
<td>2588</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>143</td>
<td>3268</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>143</td>
<td>3489</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>143</td>
<td>4396</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Time, $E_{g(1)}$ Shift and $E_{g(1)}$ intensity of TiO$_2$ nanotubes films, these parameters have been obtained from Raman spectroscopy [27].

Table 2 summarizes the main parameters of the nanotubes grown, such as inner diameter or pore diameter (dp) of the tube, outer diameter (Dt), center to center distance between tubes (l), wall thickness (w) and tube length (L), these parameters was obtained using SEM images. The dp and Dt values increment with increasing time and potential.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time (min)</th>
<th>dp (nm)</th>
<th>Dt (nm)</th>
<th>L (nm)</th>
<th>w (nm)</th>
<th>L (nm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>40.5</td>
<td>75.6</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>17.55</td>
<td>335</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>44.3</td>
<td>80.4</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>18.05</td>
<td>359</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>85.4</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>16.7</td>
<td>426</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>439</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>17.5</td>
<td>583</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>641</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From geometric and morphological data, the surface roughness factor ($R_f$) and film porosity ($P$) of a vertical TiO$_2$ nanotube array can be calculated using (1) and (2) equations, where the gaps between nanotubes can be ignored according to Regonini et al. Figure 6 presents both results as time function and it is possible to observe an almost constant behavior until 60 minutes, where $R_f$ suffers a reduction and porosity has an increment [28].

$$P = \left(1 - 2\pi \frac{dp + w^2}{\sqrt{3} l^2}\right) \times 100\% \quad (1)$$

$$R_f = \frac{4\pi dp + w}{\sqrt{3} l^2} \quad (2)$$

Figure 6: Calculated roughness factor (dash line) and porosity (solid line) of the whole set of anodized samples, using inner diameter, center to center distant between tubes and wall thickness

**Conclusion**

Amorphous TiO$_2$ nanotube matrix produced by titanium foils anodic oxidation, can be crystallized into pure anatase phase through an annealing process under 400 °C for high performance applications. As a main goal in this study, we observed and analyzed, from SEM images, the time lapse where it is possible to have nanotubes without presence of nanograss, and with no use of cleaning mechanical procedures, this time lapse was 10 to 40 minutes, due to the time of anodizing and constant voltage, these nanotubes are no too large, but these NTs can still be useful e.g. Surface-Enhanced Raman Spectroscopy (SERS) applications. It was observed a dependence on time of Raman intensity and $E_{g(1)}$ Shift, increasing for the first and decreasing for the second, respectively. After observation and data analysis of SEM and Raman spectroscopy, we can conclude that tube length and Raman intensity have a similar behavior, both increasing with the time pass.
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